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Introduction

Recommender systems exploit a set of established user preferences to predict
topics or products that a new user might like [2]. Recommender systems have
become an important research area in the ﬁeld of information retrieval. Many
approaches have been developed in recent years and the interest is very high.
However, despite all the eﬀorts, recommender systems are still in need of further development and more advanced recommendation modelling methods, as
these systems must take into account additional requirements on user preferences, such as geographic search and social networking. This fact, in particular,
implies that the recommendation must be much more “personalized” than it
used to be.
In this paper, we describe the recommender system used in the “DisMoiOu”
(“TellMeWhere” in French) on-line service (http://dismoiou.fr), which provides the user with advice on places that may be of interest to him/her; the
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deﬁnition of “interest” in this context is personalized taking into account the
geographical position of the user (for example when the service is used with
portable phones such as the Apple iPhone), his/her past ratings, and the
ratings of his/her neighbourhood in a known social network.
Using the accepted terminology [6], DisMoiOu is mainly a Collaborative Filtering System (CFS): it employs opinions collected from similar users to suggest likely places. By contrast with existing recommender systems, ours puts
together the use of a graph theoretical model [4] and that of combinatorial optimization methods [1]. Broadly speaking, we encode known relations between
users and places and users and other users by means of weighted graphs. We
then deﬁne essential components of the system by means of combinatorial optimization problems on a reformulation of these graphs, which are ﬁnally used
to derive a ranking on the recommendations associated to pairs (user,place).
Preliminary computational results on the three classical evaluation parameters
for recommender systems (accuracy, recall, precision [3]) show that our system
performs well with respect to accuracy and recall, but precision results need
to be improved.
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Formalization of the problem

We employ the usual graph-theoretical notation, e.g. for a vertex v of a graph
+
−
G, δG
(v), δG
(v) are the set of vertices adjacent to incoming and respectively
+
+
(u) ∩ δG
(v).
outgoing arcs. For vertices u, v of G we also let ∆G (u, v) = δG
We are given two ﬁnite sets U (the users) and P (the places), and a vertex set
V = U ∪ P . We are also given two directed graphs as follows.
• A ratings bipartite digraph R = (V, A) where A ⊆ U × P is weighted by a
function ρ : A → [−1, 1], which expresses the ratings of users with respect
to the places.
• A social network S = (U, B) weighted by a function γ : B → [0, 1] which
encodes a conﬁdence coeﬃcient between users.
The union of the two graphs G = R ∪ S is a mixed ratings/social network
which is used to establish new arcs in U × U or to change the values that γ
takes on existing arcs: a missing relation of conﬁdence between two users can
be established if both like (almost) the same places in (almost) the same way.
Moreover, even when a conﬁdence relation is already part of B, its strength
can change according to similar shared preferences situations. This is encoded
by the reformulated graph G described below.
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We deﬁne a graph G with vertex set V  = U ∪ P and arc set B  (weighted by
a function γ  : B  → [0, 1]) deﬁned in the following way.
(1) For every k,  ∈ U such that (k, ) ∈ B and subgraph H = (VH , AH )
of R induced by the vertex set VH = {k, } ∪ ∆R (k, ) (see Fig. 1) such

that AH = ∅, B  contains the arc (k, ) weighted by γk
= f (ϑ), where

k



ϑ=


1
|ρki − ρi |. (1)
|∆R (k, )| i∈∆R (k,)

∆R (k, )
Fig. 1. A subgraph H of R.

ϑ represents the diﬀerence between users. The bigger it is, the lower the


. γk
is obtained as a function f of ϑ.
conﬁdence γk
(2) For every k,  ∈ U such that (k, ) ∈ B and subgraph H = (VH , AH ) of R
induced by the vertex set VH = {k, } ∪ ∆R (k, ) such that AH = ∅, B 

contains the arc (k, ) weighted by γk
= g(γk, ϑ).
We let X = (U × P )  A be the set of all recommendations that the system
is supposed to be able to make.

2.1 Identification of maximum confidence paths
Given (k ∗ , i∗ ) ∈ X, we consider the graph Z = (W, C) where W = U ∪ {i∗ }
and C = B  ∪ {(k, i∗ ) | k ∈ δR− (i∗ )}. Our aim is to compute a ranking for
the known ratings {ρki∗ | k ∈ δR− (i∗ )} by means of the conﬁdence relations
encoded in the network Z, using paths (or sets thereof) ensuring maximum
conﬁdence. By convention, we extend the conﬁdence function γ to arcs in C
adjacent to i∗ as follows: ∀k ∈ δR− (i∗ ) (γki∗ = 1).
We make the assumption that for a path p ⊆ C in Z, γ(p) = min γk ,
(k,)∈p

i.e. that the conﬁdence on a path is deﬁned by the lowest conﬁdence arc in
the path. This implies that ﬁnding the maximum conﬁdence path between
k ∗ and i∗ is the same as ﬁnding a path whose arc of minimum weight γ is
maximum (among all paths k ∗ → i∗ ). Considering Z as a network where γ are
capacities on the arcs, a maximum conﬁdence path is the same as a maximum
capacity path between k ∗ and i∗ , for which there exists an algorithm linear in
the number of arcs [5]. The mathematical programming formulation for the
3

Maximum Capacity Path (MCP) problem is:
t

max
x,t

s.t.
∀ ∈ W  {k ∗ , i∗ }


+ ∗
∈δR
(k )

xk∗  = 1



−
h∈δR
()

xh =

∀(k, ) ∈ C

t≤
x ∈ {0, 1}, t ≥



xh



























γk xk + M(1 − xk ) 







0,
+
h∈δR
()

(2)

where M ≥ max γk . Let p̄ ⊆ C be the maximum conﬁdence path (i.e. the
(k,)∈C

set of arcs (k, ) such that xk = 1), and α(p̄) = argmin{γk | (k, ) ∈ p̄}.
Removing α(p̄) from C 1 = C yields a diﬀerent set of arcs C 2 with associated
network Z 2 = (W, C 2 ), in which we can re-solve (2) to obtain a path p̄2 as long
as Z 2 is connected (otherwise, deﬁne p̄2 = ∅): this deﬁnes an iterative process
for obtaining a sequence of triplets (Z r , p̄r ). Given a conﬁdence threshold
Γ ∈ [0, 1] and an integer q > 0, we deﬁne the set Ω = {p̄r | p̄r = ∅ ∧ r ≤
q ∧ γα(p̄r ) ≥ Γ} of all high conﬁdence paths from k ∗ to i∗ .

2.2 Ranking the ratings
Recall each p ∈ Ω ends in i∗ , so we can deﬁne λ : Ω → δR− (i∗ ) such that λ(p)
is the last arc of p. Thus, we extend ρ to Ω as follows:
ρ(p) = ρ(λ(p)).
Let Θ = {σ ∈ [−1, 1] | ∃p ∈ Ω (σ = ρ(p))} be the set of ratings for i∗ available
to k ∗ . We evaluate each rating by assigning it the sum of the conﬁdences along
the corresponding paths. Let v : Θ → R+ be given by
∀σ ∈ Θ v(σ) =



γ(p).

p∈Ω
ρ(p)=σ

We use v to deﬁne a ranking on Θ (i.e. an order < on Θ): for all σ, τ ∈
Θ (σ < τ ↔ v(σ) < v(τ )). Naturally, this set-up rests on the fact that
|Θ| < |Ω|, which is exactly what happens in DisMoiOu’s implementation.
The recommender system then picks the greatest σ in Θ (i.e. the rating with
highest associated cumulative conﬁdence) as the recommendations to user k ∗
concerning the place i∗ . Finally, the output of the recommender system is a
set of high conﬁdence recommendations for user k ∗ as i∗ ranges in P .
4

3

Extensions

One of the troubles with the recommender system described in Sect. 2 is that
paths in Ω might be too long: although in our formalization paths are only
weighted by the value of the arc of minimum conﬁdence, in practice it also
makes sense to require that the paths should either be shortest or at least of
constrained cardinality, for conﬁdence usually wanes with distance in social
networks. Enforcement of the ﬁrst idea yields a bi-criterion path problem as
(2) with an additional objective function:


min
x,t

xk .

(3)

(k,)∈C

Enforcement of the second idea (say with paths having cardinality at most K)
yields the corresponding constraint:


xk ≤ K.

(4)

(k,)∈C
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